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ABSTRACT

access-list 1 seq 10 permit any

Router software is prone to bugs triggered by commands entered in the command line interface (CLI). In particular, over
two-thirds of the CLI-triggered bugs in FreeRangeRouting
(FRR) occur due to interactions between a pair of commands.
Consequently, we propose a router CLI testing framework
based on combinatorial testing. Applying our prototype to
FRR’s access-list commands takes less than a minute, and
uncovered a bug that has been confirmed by the developers.
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followed by a command to modify the rule
access-list 1 seq 10 deny 7.0.0.1/32
incorrectly results in the ACL containing both rules [1]
access-list 1 seq 10 permit any
access-list 1 seq 10 deny 7.0.0.1/32
Although numerous tools have been developed to detect
errors in router configurations (e.g., [4, 5, 12]), no tools have
been designed to assess whether the configuration commands are properly processed by the router software. Researchers have developed general-purpose testing tools for
configurable systems (e.g., [8, 9, 13]), but (to the best of our
knowledge) these have not been applied to router software.
Instead, router software developers rely on simulation [2, 11],
fuzzing [2], and symbolic execution [7] to detect bugs.
We aim to close this gap through the design of a thorough
and efficient testing framework for router CLIs. Based on our
aforementioned observation that over two-thirds of the FRR
issues triggered by configuration commands occurred due to
interactions between a pair of commands, our preliminary
design (Section 2) is based on combinatorial testing [6, 10].
Applying our framework to FRR’s access-list commands
takes less than a minute, and we uncovered a bug in FRR’s
CLI that has been confirmed by the developers (Section 3).

INTRODUCTION

Router software tends to be highly complex due to the intricate nature of distributed routing protocols and extensive
flexibility offered by router configuration languages. For
example, FreeRangeRouting (FRR) [3]—a widely-used opensource routing software suite for Linux/Unix platforms—has
≈600K lines of C code. Furthermore, there are >300 million
possible commands that can be entered in the FRR command
line interface (CLI) in configuration mode—which doesn’t
even account for nested configuration commands (e.g., commands entered after a "router bgp" command) or possible
command parameter values (e.g., IP addresses).
This complexity makes router software prone to bugs. In
particular, Yin et al.’s study of bug reports from four router
software suites found the two most common triggers of bugs
are configuration changes and CLI commands, triggering
63% and 52% of bugs, respectively [14]. Furthermore, approximately half of the lines of code in router software are
associated with router management interfaces, including
parsing configurations, the CLI, and logging.
Our own study of bugs in FRR corroborate these findings. We manually studied 162 FRR issues which were reported in the years 2017 through 2020. From these issues,
we identified 67 issues that were triggered by configuration commands. We categorized these issues based on the
command name (e.g., access-list, route-map), action (e.g.,
addition, deletion, replacement), and faulty behavior (e.g.,
incorrect deletion, duplication, crash). The most frequent
triggers were "router bgp" sub-commands—e.g., neighbor
and address-family commands—and access-list commands. Moreover, over two-thirds of the issues triggered by
configuration commands occurred due to interactions between a pair of commands. For example, running a command
to add an access control list (ACL) rule
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APPROACH

Our approach to detect CLI bugs is pairwise testing of commands generated using combinatorial testing. Combinatorial
testing avoids the scalability and coverage limitations of current router software testing approaches, and aligns with our
observation that many router CLI bugs are triggered by pairs
of commands (Section 1).
Router configurations contained nested (ordered) sets of
commands. At each level of nesting, there are a certain number of valid commands that can be entered. Most router CLIs
provide an easy way to list the allowable commands in a
templated form. For example, one of the access-list commands supported by FRR is
access-list WORD [seq (1-4294967295)]
<deny|permit> <A.B.C.D/M [exact-match]|any>
where "[seq (1-4294967295)]" is an optional command parameter and "<A.B.C.D/M [exact-match]|any>" and
"<deny|permit>" are required parameters. Furthermore, the
1
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latter is a few-valued parameter, whereas the former parameters are many-valued parameters.
Having templates with command parameters allows us
generate a set of valid commands using combinatorial testing.
We do this at each level of configuration nesting for every
command-template, giving us a set of commands which we
can then test pairwise by entering them at the CLI. For manyvalued parameters, such as sequence numbers and IP addresses, the number of possibilities is massive. Consequently,
we focus on critical boundary values—e.g., 0.0.0.0/0,
10.0.0.0/16—as well as adjacent/overlapping values—e.g.,
1.0.0.0/8 and 2.0.0.0/8, or 1.0.0.0/8 and 1.2.0.0/16.
We must also address the challenge of determining if a
certain pair of commands triggered a bug. Since many bugs
result in normal operation of the router [14], and we are
trying to detect bugs triggered by entering configuration
commands at the CLI, we adopt the simple approach of
comparing the running configuration of the router, as reported by the CLI (e.g., "show running-config"), with the
expected configuration after entering the commands. However, router software typically adds default values for excluded optional parameter—e.g., the next unused sequence
number in an access-list—and transforms values to a standard form—e.g., FRR transforms "1.2.3.4/16" to "1.2.0.0
255.255.0.0". Consequently, the commands in the running
configuration may not match the commands entered in the
CLI. To address this issue, we ignore optional parameters and
convert IP addresses to a canonical form when comparing
the running configuration with the entered commands.
Although we have found this approach is effective for detecting bugs (Section 3), there may be a mismatch between
the running configuration reported by the router and the
router’s internal state, leading to missed/false bugs. More
sophisticated analysis of commands’ impact on routers’ internal state is an important part of our future work (Section 4).
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We generated a set of 13530 valid access-list commands
from these templates using combinatorial testing. After pairwise testing the set of generated commands, we found one
bug which affects interactions between 294 pairs of accesslist commands. The bug causes the incorrect modification of
access-list commands where the old and the new forms of the
command differ by the presence of an IP host address. The
entire process from command-generation to testing for expected output took about 50 seconds, with the primary time
sink being the entering and processing of commands in the
CLI. Without combinatorial testing, we would have needed
to check 339076 pairs of commands—and significantly more
if we considered all possible network addresses and masks.
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FUTURE WORK

For immediate future work, we will focus on extending
our code to apply to other configuration commands (e.g.,
route-map, (bgp) neighbor). Furthermore, we will investigate other ways to detect a bug, especially in scenarios where
the running configuration matches the expected configuration but the router has incorrect behavior. This includes
examining other representations of the internal state of the
router (e.g., ‘show ip route‘) or sending probe-packets and
comparing router behavior against expected behavior. Lastly,
we will apply our tool on different routing software suites
to demonstrate its generality, efficiency, and accuracy.
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